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Four Square 

How to play this game: 
Divide the area into 4 squares and put an equal number of children in each square. Players must number 

themselves in each square to determine an order in which they can hit the ball. The ball is ‘served’ by one team 

whose first player must hit the ball with their hand into a different square. The first player in that square can let the 

ball bounce once and then must hit it into a different square. Players in each square must go in order. Players are 

out if they fail to hit the ball into another square; allow the ball to bounce more than once before they hit it; hit the 

ball incorrectly (catching it, hitting it with something other than their hand; hitting the ball out of turn. Once a 

player is out they sit outside of the court. The team that wins is the team with the last remaining player(s). 

Adaptations 

Use a different sized ball such as a small 

sponge ball to make the game harder. 

Change the rules so that children have to 

catch the ball before striking it. This can be 

used as a catching drill for a cricket, 

rounders, netball, handball etc. lesson or 

concentrate on the way they strike the ball 

to use it as an introductory drill for volleyball 

(it is especially good to help with volleyball 

serving). 

Use it as a reaction test game with a simple 

change. Change the rules so that all players 

remain on court and are numbered, say 1 to 

4. The player who hits the ball shouts out a 

number as they hit it and the child with that 

number in the square that the ball goes into 

must make the next hit. If they do not, the 

team that hit the ball into that square get a 

point. 

You can change the way that the children 

are allowed to travel, say hopping or 

skipping, but be careful not to make the 

squares too big if you do. 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Co-ordination and agility 

• Reaction speed 

• Can be used as a fun warm-up or cool-down 

Resources 

• Activity area 

• Cones 

• Volleyball 


